
Post-UX @cennydd



UX has to evolve to stay 
relevant.



UX is stagnating.



We clamoured for a seat at the table…



…but now we’re preoccupied with efficiency.



UX has become bloated.
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(CX is UX by marketers.)



UX lacks headroom.



We’re trapped by the ‘Post-It Ceiling’.



UX is not future-fit.



The challenges of emerging tech are not about use.



Tech interactions are going to get messier.



Design tomorrow, not just tomorrow’s products.



UX is ethically complicit.



Design is applied ethics.



UCD prioritises the individual over the community.



UX ideology diminishes user agency.



Design drives obsolescence and environmental harm.



Where could we 
go from here?



Maybe ‘UX design’ 
snaps in two.
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What could ’Post-UX’ 
design look like?



Treat society as a stakeholder.



Take responsibility for unintended consequences.



Appoint a designated dissenter.



Sometimes critical, sometimes affirmative.



‘Critical design situates itself against the 
mainstream of design, acting as a devil’s 
advocate of design practice. Sometimes 
that means being the bad guy.’

—Tobias Revell



‘Provocatypes’, not just prototypes.



Electric vehicle 
charging point 
provocatype. 
 
Marcel Shouwenaar 
and Harm van Beek, 
The Incredible 
Machine.





Make me think, when the time is right.



Materialise the invisible.



Reject ethical and political neutrality.



Ignoring politics is  
itself a political act.



Create contestational technologies.



Post-UX in practice



This is not an easy sell.



But it could be a more 
meaningful fit.
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